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A major obstacle in the treatment of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) is a subpopulation of latently infected CD4+ T lymphocytes. The cellular and viral mechanisms regulating
HIV-1 latency are not completely understood, and a promising technique for probing the regulation
of HIV-1 latency is single-cell time-lapse microscopy. Unfortunately, CD4+ T lymphocytes rapidly
migrate on substrates and spontaneously detach, making them exceedingly difficult to track,
hampering single-cell level studies. To overcome these problems, we built microdevices with a threelevel architecture. The devices contain arrays of finger-like microchannels to ‘‘corral’’ T-lymphocyte
migration, round wells that are accessible to pipetting, and microwells connecting the microchannels
with the round wells. T lymphocytes that are loaded into a well first settle into the microwells and
then to microchannels by gravity. Within the microchannels, T lymphocytes are in favorable culture
conditions because they are in physical contact with each other, under no mechanical stress, and fed
from a large reservoir of fresh medium. Most importantly, T lymphocytes in the microchannels are
not exposed to any flow and their random migration is restricted to a nearly one-dimensional region,
greatly facilitating long-term tracking of multiple cells in time-lapse microscopy. The devices have up
to nine separate round wells, making it possible to test up to nine different cell lines or medium
conditions in a single experiment. Activated primary CD4+ T lymphocytes, resting primary CD4+ T
lymphocytes, and THP-1 monocytic leukemia cells loaded into the devices maintained viability over
multiple days. The devices were used to track the fluorescence level of individual primary CD4+ T
lymphocytes expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) for up to 60 hours (h) and to quantify singlecell gene-expression kinetics of four different HIV-1 variants. The kinetics of GFP expression from
the lentiviruses in the primary CD4+ T lymphocytes agree with previous measurements of these
lentiviral vectors in the immortalized Jurkat T lymphocyte cell line. The proposed devices offer a
simple, robust approach to long-term single-cell studies of environmentally sensitive primary
lymphocytes.

Introduction
Time-lapse microscopy is a powerful quantitative technique in
modern biomedical science and is increasingly used to probe
dynamic processes in individual cells.1 Time-lapse fluorescence
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microscopy has been critical to the study of stochastic cell-fate
decisions by enabling single-cell analysis and mapping of the
gene-regulatory circuits that control bacterial sporulation,2
bacteriophage-l lysis-vs.-lysogeny,3 and development of antibiotic persistence.4
A similar cell-fate decision occurs in human immunodeficiency
virus type 1 (HIV-1), the causative agent of AIDS, as the virus
undergoes a stochastic transition between active replication and
proviral latency (a long-lived viral dormancy state).5–7 In
seroconverted patients, HIV-1 establishes a small reservoir of
these latently infected cells. This reservoir is considered the
largest obstacle thwarting eradication of HIV-1 from infected
patients since interruption of highly active antiretroviral therapy
(HAART) allows for viral rebound from these reservoirs. Hence,
mapping the genetic circuitry regulating HIV-1 latency is crucial
to developing new therapies.8 Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy led to progress in mapping the HIV-1 latency circuit,
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making it possible to quantify single-cell viral-expression kinetics
in immortalized tissue culture cell lines, such as Jurkat cells.9–11
However, a major remaining challenge is to map the latency
circuitry within primary CD4+ T lymphocytes isolated from
patients, as it is these cells that are the physiologically relevant
target for HIV-1 replication and latency in vivo.12
Single-cell time-lapse assays require tracking of individual cells
for many hours or even days, and to achieve statistical
significance, large numbers of cells must be tracked in parallel,
necessitating some degree of cell immobilization. High experimental throughput is relatively straightforward to achieve with
adherent cells, which move relatively slowly when plated at the
bottom of a cell-culture dish. However, for non-adherent or
weakly adherent cells, such as T lymphocytes, which can be
displaced by uncontrolled flow of the culture medium caused by
convection or motion of the microscope stage, time-lapse
microscopy becomes significantly more difficult. Uncontrolled
displacements of non-adherent and weakly adherent cells can be
prevented by using substrates with microwells,13–20 microfluidic
devices with semi-permeable barriers (weirs), which also enable
time-controlled exchange of the medium,21–24 or adhesive
coatings, which have been successfully applied to immobilize
Jurkat T cells for up to 30 h.6,9,11
However, long-term tracking of primary human CD4+ T
lymphocytes presents a set of specific challenges. When resting,
CD4+ T lymphocytes are non-adherent suspension cells.
Nevertheless, to support robust HIV-1 infection, viral replication, and reactivation from latency, primary CD4+ T lymphocytes must be activated, which is typically achieved by
stimulation with small molecules (e.g., cytokines or anti-CD3
receptor cross-linking).5 As a result of this activation, T
lymphocytes become weakly adherent, spontaneously attaching
to and detaching from the substrate, and gain a capacity to
rapidly migrate along the substrate while attached.25,26
Importantly, the adhesion molecules, which reliably immobilize
cultured T lymphocytes, prove to be inadequate for activated
primary T lymphocytes. With all the adhesive coatings we tested
(including collagen, fibronectin, and Cell-TakTM), primary
human T lymphocytes could only be immobilized and attached
to the substrate for 2–3 h at best (unpublished results).
Furthermore, unlike strongly adherent cells, activated T
lymphocytes do not form confluent monolayers and do not
acquire easily distinguishable shapes, making their motion
difficult to track over a two-dimensional region of a substrate.
While time-lapse microscopy of HIV-1 gene-expression in
infected lymphocytes has been demonstrated in regular cover
glass-bottom dishes,27 very few cells could be tracked and the
duration of tracking was only y8 h, much shorter than the 40 h
duration of the life cycle of HIV-1 in an infected cell.9
To immobilize lymphocytes or confine their movement, several
microwell and microfluidic techniques have been applied. Arrays
of microwells engraved on the surface of polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) elastomer and sealed by glass slides have been used to
analyze molecules secreted by individual lymphocytes.15–18,28
Arrays of sealed microwells have also enabled tracking of
lymphocytes in short-term experiments (up to several
hours).20,21,29–32 However, a sealed microwell limits the access of
cells to fresh medium, and a low cell density in a microwell, while
postponing depletion of the medium, limits cell-cell interactions
4306 | Lab Chip, 2012, 12, 4305–4312

that are physiologically important for T lymphocytes; considerable cell loss occurred when tracking of T lymphocytes in sealed
microwells was extended to 2 days.20 Microfluidic devices have
also been used to capture and count human T lymphocytes on
substrates with various coatings.28 A microfluidic device with
bucket-like (weir) structures has been used for capture and
imaging of non-adherent T lymphocytes by exposing them to a
steady hydrodynamic drag.14,33,34 However, in these studies,
maintaining the viability of primary T lymphocytes required
careful adjustment of the flow rate.14,24 Even at an optimal flow
rate, the cell viability at 24 h was y68% (and much lower at
flow rates that were two times faster or slower).14 The loss of
viability presents a major challenge for experiments on HIV-1
latency that require time-lapse microscopy over intervals longer
than the y40 h life cycle of HIV-1.9 Furthermore, while in vivo
lymphocytes are exposed to hydrodynamic stress when circulating in the blood plasma, 98% of lymphocytes reside in tissue,
such as lymph nodes, and circulating cells migrate to lymph
nodes within 30 min.35,36 Therefore, for multi-day time-lapse
microscopy of primary T lymphocytes, a static environment
may provide a better emulation of the in vivo conditions than
continuous perfusion.
To circumvent these technical problems, we developed, built,
and tested microfabricated devices that enable easy loading of
primary T lymphocytes into arrays of narrow and shallow
microchannels that are dead-ended (Fig. 1). These finger-like
microchannels restrict spontaneous migration of T lymphocytes
to a nearly one-dimensional region, greatly facilitating cell
tracking. The finger-shaped microchannels are located at the
bottom of large round wells that are accessible to a pipette for
cell loading. A single microfabricated device can have either four
or nine separate round ‘loading’ wells, and this multi-well design
makes it possible to test four to nine different cell lines (or
medium conditions) in parallel. Cells in these devices maintained
viability over multiple days, and an array of cell types were
tested: activated primary CD4+ T lymphocytes, resting primary
CD4+ T lymphocytes, and THP-1 monocyte-macrophage cells.
As a further test of the devices, we performed long-term timelapse microscopy of T lymphocytes that were infected with HIV1-derived lentiviruses that expressed green fluorescent protein
(GFP). The devices enabled tracking of GFP expression in a
large number of individual T lymphocytes for y60 h, 20 h longer
than the HIV-1 intracellular life-cycle.

Experimental
Design and operation of the devices
The finger-like microchannels, which are the structures that
ultimately ‘‘collect’’ the T lymphocytes for long-term imaging,
are 25 6 25 mm in cross-section and 100–200 mm long. Seven
parallel finger-like microchannels form a cluster connected to a
single microwell. Each microwell is 200 mm in width, 100 mm in
length, and 100 mm in depth (Fig. 1A). The bottom of the
microchannels and microwell is formed by a regular #1.5
microscope cover glass, making cells in the microchannels
accessible to high-resolution microscopy. The top of the
microwell opens to the bottom of a round well, which is
3.3 mm in diameter and y6 mm deep. The total volume of a
round well is y50 mL, and medium can be readily loaded into it
This journal is ß The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 1 The microfabricated device with finger-like microchannels. (A) Schematic of a PDMS chip with a 2 6 2 array of 3.3 mm in diameter, 6-mm-deep
round wells. At the bottom of each round well there is a 2 6 4 array of 100 6 200 mm rectangular openings in a 100-mm-thick layer of PDMS, forming
microwells. At the bottom of each microwell there are finger-like horizontal extensions, 25 6 25 mm in cross-section and 100–200 mm in length, forming
cell-imaging channels. (B). Photographs of PDMS chips with 3 6 3 and 2 6 2 arrays of round wells. The microwells are visible at the bottom of the
round wells. (C) Brightfield image of resting primary CD4+ T lymphocytes loaded into a microwell and the adjacent finger-like channels. (D) Schematic
of loading of cells into finger-like channels. First, cells are loaded into a round well and allowed to settle onto the bottoms of the microwells by gravity.
Then, the device is tilted by y45u with the finger-like channels pointing downward, making cells slide into the finger-like channels. Third, the normal
orientation of the device is restored and it is carefully placed on the microscope stage.

and aspirated from it with a micropipette. A single round well
has an array of 8 to 12 rectangular microwells at the bottom, and
the microfabricated chips have round wells in either 3 6 3
(Fig. 1B, left) or 2 6 2 (Fig. 1B, right) square arrays, with each
well connected to a total of 56 to 84 finger-like microchannels at
the bottom.
The three-level hierarchal structure of the devices facilitates
loading of T lymphocytes into the dead-ended finger-like
channels, where the low ceiling and small width limit the motion
of cells in the vertical and lateral directions, hindering their
ability to crawl past each other (Fig. 1C). To load T lymphocytes
in the finger-like channels, they are pipetted directly into a round
well and allowed to settle by gravity, first reaching the bottom of
the round well and then settling to the bottoms of the microwells
(Fig. 1D, left). At this point (usually after 10–15 min), cells at the
bottom of the round well are removed by repeated aspiration
and dispensing of the medium with a micropipette. Importantly,
the aspiration and dispensing do not agitate cells at the bottom
This journal is ß The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

of the microwells, since these cells are shielded from flow of the
medium by the microwell walls.37 Next, the device is tilted at 45u
in the direction of the finger-like channels (so that they point
downward), and cells are allowed to slide into the finger-like
channels by gravity (Fig. 1D, middle). Because of the small width
of the microwells (100 mm), the sliding of cells from the bottom
of the microwell into the finger-like channels only takes several
seconds. The horizontal orientation of the device is then restored
(Fig. 1D, right), leaving cells in the finger-like channels.
The total footprint of the finger-like channels is nearly the
same as the footprint of the microwell, making it simple to
estimate the concentration of cells in the suspension loaded into
the well that would result in an appropriate number of cells in
the finger-like channels. Because the depth of the round wells is
much greater that the diameter of a T lymphocyte (6 mm vs.
12 mm), a dense monolayer of cells at the microwell bottoms can
be created using a relatively low number of cells in the
suspension (y1 6 106 cells per mL). Therefore complications
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that might arise from creating an excessively concentrated
cellular suspension by centrifugation are avoided. Furthermore,
loading of cells into the finger-like channels is nearly as simple as
loading of cells into the regular multi-well plates and much
simpler that loading of cells into microfluidic devices. Only
y50 000 cells (and y50 mL of medium) are required to fill all
finger-like channels within a single round well.
The volume of a round well is y1000 times greater than the
cumulative volume of all microwells (and finger-like channels)
connected to it. Therefore, a round well represents a large
reservoir of fresh medium for cells in microwells and finger-like
channels. Furthermore, due to the small depth of the microwells
and small length of the finger-like channels, the molecular
diffusion between a round well and finger-like channels leads to
efficient equilibration of the medium content around cells with
the medium in the round well (Supplementary Information).
A characteristic time of the diffusion can be estimated as t =
L2/(2D), where L = 250 mm is the cumulative distance from the
bottom of a round well to the end of a finger-like channel, and D
is the coefficient of diffusion. For small molecules, with D = 5 6
1025 cm2 s21, the value of t is y60 s, indicating that, while the
density of cells in the finger-like channels and at the bottom of
the microwells may be very high (which is usually the case), the
medium around cells is likely to be nearly identical to the fresh
medium in the well (which does not have any cells in it).
Moreover, the short medium equilibration time by diffusion
implies that if the medium in the round well is exchanged, cells in
the finger-like channels are rapidly exposed to the new medium,
even without any active flow through the microwells and fingerlike channels.37 Close proximity of the round wells (and the
finger-like channels connected to them) limits the motion of the
microscope stage to ,12 mm along one dimension even with
the 9-well device, making it possible to use high-resolution oilimmersion objectives and facilitating rapid scanning and high
repeatability of the positioning.
Fabrication and loading of the devices
Each microfluidic device consists of a microfabricated PDMS chip
and a #1.5 microscope cover glass sealing the chip. The four- and
nine-well PDMS chips have footprints of 14 6 14 and 19 6
19 mm, respectively. Each chip is assembled of two parts. The first
part is 6 mm thick with 3.3 mm diameter through-holes in an
either 2 6 2 or 3 6 3 array; the second part is 100 mm thick and
has 200 mm long grooves with 25 6 25 mm cross-section engraved
on its surface (forming the finger-like channels) and 100 6 200 mm
through-holes (forming the microwells; Fig. 1a). The 6-mm-thick
parts are cast of PDMS (Sylgard 184 by Dow Corning) using a
master mold machined with a solid printer. To cast the 100-mmthick parts, a lithographically fabricated master mold is produced
by spin-coating a silicon wafer with a 25 mm layer of a UV-curable
epoxy (SU8-2015 by MicroChem), exposing it to UV-light
through a photomask, spin-coating the wafer with a second layer
of SU8 to a total thickness of 100 mm, exposing it to UV light
through another photomask, and developing the wafer.
The master mold is spin-coated with an y100 mm layer of
PDMS pre-polymer, so that the upper surfaces of the 100 mm
relief features remain exposed (PDMS-free),38 and the PDMS is
cured by baking in an 80 uC oven. The 6-mm-thick PDMS parts
4308 | Lab Chip, 2012, 12, 4305–4312

are bonded to the 100-mm-thick PDMS layer on the mold by
treating their surfaces with oxygen plasma. The 100 mm layer is
cut around the perimeter of the 6-mm-thick parts, and the twopart monolith PDMS chips are separated from the mold. Each
chip is reversibly bonded to a #1.5 microscope cover glass by
overnight baking in an 80 uC oven forming a complete
microfabricated device.
Before loading cells into a device, the microwells and fingerlike channels are filled with a pH 7.5 PBS buffer. To this end, the
device is treated with oxygen plasma to make its surface
hydrophilic, the round wells are filled with the buffer with a
micropipette, the device is placed into a plastic bottle with the
buffer, and the bottle is pressurized to y5 psi for 10 min. This
procedure results in bubble-free filling of the finger-like channels,
likely due to a combination of the buffer wicking into voids with
hydrophilic walls and the excessive pressure in the bottle pushing
the residual bubbles from the microwells and finger-like channels
into the bulk of the porous PDMS chip.
Microscopy setup, cells and reagents
Experiments were performed on a Zeiss Axiovert inverted
fluorescence microscope equipped with a Yokagawa spinning disc,
488 nm laser excitation light source, a CoolSNAP HQ2 TM 14-bit
camera from PhotometricsE, a computer controlled motorized
stage, and environmental enclosure, maintaining a temperature of
37 uC and a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2. In time-lapse
experiments, images were captured every 10 min, using a 406 oil,
1.3NA objective, 300 ms exposure time, 10% power on a 50 mW
488 nm solid-state laser, and analyzed as described.9
CD4+ T lymphocytes were isolated from patient blood by a
negative selection method as described.39 Before infection
experiments, cells were activated from the resting state for 48 h
with Dynabeads1 Human T-Activator conjugated with antiCD3/CD28 antibodies from Invitrogen. Primary CD4+ T
lymphocytes were cultured in RPMI 1640 supplemented with
5% Human Serum AB from GIBCO and 1% penicillinstreptomycin and kept at 1 6 106 cells mL21. THP-1 monocytes
were cultured in RPMI 1640 with 10% fetal calf serum, 1%
penicillin-streptomycin, and 0.05 mM 2-mercaptoethanol and
cultured at 2 6 105 – 8 6 105 cells mL21.
Cell viability was tested with Yo-Pro1-1 Iodide (Life
TechnologiesTM) as described.14 After isolation from peripheral
blood (see above), primary cells were either placed in standard
culture dishes or loaded into the microwell device. At 24 and
48 h, y100 000 cells from culture dishes were placed on a glass
bottom slide and stained with Yo-Pro1-1. Within 10 min after
Yo-Pro1-1 addition, four images of cells in randomly selected
areas were taken under brightfield and fluorescence illumination
(with a FITC filter set), using a 106 air, 0.3NA objective. The
total number of cells was 1800 at the 24 h and 760 at the 48 h
time point. The percentage of dead cells was calculated by
dividing the number of stained cells, as detected under the
fluorescence illumination, by the total number of cells counted in
the brightfield images. To evaluate the percentage of dead cells in
the microwell device, Yo-Pro1-1 was applied to two different
round wells at 24 and 48 h and the numbers of dead cells and all
cells were counted in finger-like channels connected to four
different microwells at each time point. The total number of cells
This journal is ß The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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was 270 at the 24 h and 609 at the 48 h. All p-values were
calculated using the Student’s two-tailed t-test.
Four lentiviral constructs (LTR-GFP, LTR-GFP-Tat,
HIVDGag-GFP, and full-length HIVDEnv-GFP)11 were packaged
in 293FT cells as described.11 Viral preps were clarified and ultracentrifuged at 18 000 rpm at 18 uC for 1.5 h, then re-suspended in
200 mL of medium. Infections were performed at a high multiplicity
of infection (MOI) in a 96-well plate, and the suspension of cells
and viruses was loaded into the microwell device. Activated
primary cells cultured by standard techniques were infected with
the LTR-GFP-Tat construct and GFP fluorescence of 10 000 live
cells was measured at 48 h post infection by flow cytometry on a
FACSCaliburTM DxP8 instrument.

Results
Loading of the microwell device normally resulted in y25 cells
in each finger-like channel and less than a monolayer of cells at

the bottoms of rectangular wells (cf. Fig. 1C and 2C). To test for
possible depletion of nutrients and accumulation of metabolites
in the finger-like channels due to the high density of cells,
we performed time-dependent numerical simulations in
COMSOLTM (see Supplementary Information). The simulations
indicated that medium conditions in the finger-like channels
were substantially more favorable than those in a monolayer cell
culture in a dish (or multi-well plate). Because of relatively small
total number of cells in the finger-like channels and large volume
of medium in the round wells, the depletion of nutrients (both
low-molecular (Fig. S1A and S1C) and macromolecular (Fig.
S1B and S1D) in the finger-like channels was less severe than in
the dish (see Supplemental Information). Whereas, according to
the simulations, concentrations of metabolites secreted by cells
(especially those with low diffusivity) considerably varied along
the finger-like channels, the average metabolite concentrations
were several times lower than in the monolayer culture in a dish

Fig. 2 Primary human CD4+ T lymphocytes in the microfabricated device maintain viability and can be reliably tracked. (A) Cells placed within the
finger-like channels of the device or in standard culture dishes were stained with Yo-Pro1-1 Iodide cell death stain after 24 and 48 h. In the device, 4.66
¡ 2.01% of cells stained positive after 24 h, a statistically insignificant difference from the 5.36 ¡ 1.91% positively stained cells in culture (p = .632).
After 48 h, there was also no statistically significant difference in the number of dead cells in the device, 9.32 ¡ 2.45%, and in bulk culture, 7.55 ¡
1.60% (p = .279). Both p-values were calculated using the Student’s two-tailed t-test. (B) The percent of infected cells that remained within the fingerlike channels of the device (69%, blue portion) compared to the number of infected cells that migrated out of the finger-like channels (31%, red portion)
over the duration of a 60-hour experiment. (C) Fluorescence micrograph of activated primary human CD4+ T lymphocytes infected with a GFPexpressing HIV-1 virus at 26 h post infection. Dashed outlines mark the sidewalls of the finger-like channels and colored tracks represent migration
trajectories of individual cells over the course of a 60 h imaging experiment. Random migration of cells in the finger-like channels is largely onedimensional, making it possible to reliably track cells over the entire 60 h of the time-lapse experiment. Cells at the bottom of the microwell (large area
to the right of the dashed outlines) move about freely in two dimensions and are difficult to track. (D) The intensity of fluorescence of GFP in a cell vs.
time for the six infected cells tracked in panel B. The average fluorescence signal (black line) shows that cells start expressing GFP at approximately 10 h
after infection.
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(Fig. S1, compare S1A to S1C, and S1B to S1D). The oxygen
permeability of PDMS is .5 times higher than that of water,40
so medium in the finger-like channels was expected to be better
aerated than medium at the bottom of the dish.
The simulations suggested that cell viability would be
maintained in the device since there would be sufficient
oxygenation and no depletion of nutrients. We then experimentally checked the viability of resting primary CD4+ T lymphocytes with Yo-Pro1-1 cell-viability stain. Resting primary CD4+
T lymphocytes were either cultured in a T-flask using conventional bulk cell-culture techniques (Fig. 2A, blue columns) or
placed within the finger-like channels of the device (Fig. 2A, red
columns). After 24 and 48 h in the device cells were just as
healthy as cells cultured by standard techniques (Fig. 2A).
To test if individual cells could be tracked over extended
periods of time, we performed fluorescence time-lapse microscopy of CD4+ T lymphocytes infected with an HIV-1-derived
lentivirus expressing GFP. A minority (less than 30%) of cells
initially loaded into the finger-like channels crawled out of
their finger-like channel into the larger microwell area over the
duration of the experiment (Fig. 2B). The cells that remained
in the finger-like channels of the device were readily tracked
since the 2-dimensional movement is restricted in the fingerlike channels (Fig. 2C, traces). In contrast, cells at the bottom
of the microwells (Fig. 2C, right of dashed lines) freely moved
in two dimensions, making them difficult to track over
extended time intervals. The time of detection of fluorescence
(indicating the onset of GFP expression) varied between cells
(Fig. 2D), reflecting inherent variability in the timing of their
infection. In agreement with previous reports in Jurkat cells,10
the GFP expression of infected cells rapidly increased during
the first 10–15 h after the onset and then reached a plateau
(Fig. 2D).
We next compared the expression profiles for diverse HIV-1derived lentiviral vectors encoding successively fewer HIV-1
regulatory and structural components and all encoding GFP as a
reporter. The minimal synthetic lentiviral vectors serve as
important controls since the complexity of their gene-expression
circuitry has been reduced to tractable levels. Comparing the
behavior of these minimal circuits to the behavior of the fulllength virus facilitates logical mapping of viral gene-regulation
circuitry.9–11,41 Four previously reported viral constructs11 (i.e.,
LTR-GFP, LTR-GFP-Tat, HIV-DGag-GFP, and full-length
HIV-DEnv-GFP) were used to infect activated primary human
CD4+ T lymphocytes in a nine-well device (Fig. 3A). Each
infection was performed in duplicate in adjacent wells. The single
remaining well was retained as an uninfected control to check
cell viability and autofluorescence over the course of the
experiment (Fig. 3A). Cellular autofluorescence does not
appreciably interfere with the GFP signal since autofluorescence
is 30-fold lower than GFP fluorescence even for the very
dimmest cell tracked (autofluorescence is 100-fold lower than the
average GFP fluorescence from LTR-GFP-Tat expressing cells).
A total of 59 cells were tracked for 60 h, with at least 10 cells
tracked for each lentiviral infection. Consistent with the results
of the previous experiment (Fig. 2), cells within the finger-like
channels could be reliably tracked, whereas tracking of cells at
the bottom of the microwells was difficult due to their rapid twodimensional migration (SI Movie 1). Cells that were infected
4310 | Lab Chip, 2012, 12, 4305–4312

within the finger-like channels tended to remain inside the fingerlike channels for the duration of the experiment (SI Movie 1).
Cells infected with the LTR-GFP construct consistently
exhibited the lowest fluorescence levels (i.e., expressed the lowest
levels of GFP; Fig. 3B, top), which is likely because this vector
only encodes the relatively weak HIV-1 long-terminal repeat
(LTR) promoter element and no other HIV-1 transactivating
genes. Cells infected with the LTR-GFP-Tat had the strongest
GFP expression (Fig. 3B, second from top), most likely due to
the HIV-1 positive-feedback loop in which the transactivator of
transcription (Tat) increases expression from the HIV-1
LTR.6,9,11,42 When averaged over an interval from 40 to 50 h
post infection, in which the changes in fluorescence over time
were relatively slow, the levels of fluorescence per cell for cells
infected with LTR-GFP, LTR-GFP-Tat, HIV-DGag-GFP, and
full-length HIV-DEnv-GFP were, respectively, 542 ¡ 117, 1605
¡ 532, 1062 ¡ 156, and 932 ¡ 207. These values indicated that
the GFP expression from LTR-GFP was significantly lower than
the other three constructs, whereas the GFP-intensity differences
between LTR-GFP-Tat, HIV-DGag-GFP, and full-length HIVDEnv-GFP were statistically insignificant. The rate and level of
GFP expression from the three lentiviruses encoding the Tat
positive-feedback loop (LTR-GFP-Tat, HIV-DGag-GFP, and
full-length HIVDEnv-GFP) were significantly higher than LTRGFP throughout the duration of the experiment (Fig. 3C), in
agreement with previous measurements of these lentiviral vectors
in the immortalized Jurkat T lymphocyte cell line.9,10 To
compare the behavior and function of the cells in the microwell
device with standard bulk cell culture, cells in standard bulk
culture were infected with the LTR-GFP-Tat lentiviral vector
and fluorescence was measured by flow cytometry 48 h after
infection (Fig. 3D). The increase in GFP expression over 48 h in
bulk culture is y130-fold over background autofluorescence,
which is equivalent to the increase in GFP expression for cells
residing in the finger-like microchannels 48 h post infection
(Fig. 3D).

Discussion and conclusions
The results of our pilot experiments demonstrate the utility of
the proposed microwell devices with a three-level architecture,
combining finger-like imaging channels, microwells, and pipetteaccessible ‘loading’ wells. These devices allow for tracking of
gene expression in a large number of individual primary human
CD4+ T lymphocytes over a time interval significantly exceeding
the 40-hour life-cycle of HIV-1, thus providing a substantial
improvement over previous primary-cell studies in either culture
dishes27 or continuously perfused microfluidic devices.14 The
proposed devices combine an important benefit of multi-well
plates, leading to simple cell loading, with a benefit of
microfluidic devices, allowing for confinement of cells to
microfabricated channels with a diameter comparable with that
of the cells. CD4+ T lymphocytes within the finger-like channels
have access to a large reservoir of fresh medium in the round
wells, and are in physical contact with each other, thereby
allowing them to maintain their viability for multiple days. In
addition, the devices allow rapid and simple media exchange
without displacement of cells. The results of the analysis of cell
trajectories from the finger-like channels vs. bottoms of the
This journal is ß The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 3 Single-cell gene-expression kinetics measured for primary human CD4+ T lymphocytes infected with four different HIV-1 viral constructs in a
single experiment. (A) Experimental setup for the infection of activated primary CD4+ T lymphocytes in a 3 6 3–well chip. Four reported HIV-1
lentiviral constructs (LTR-GFP, LTR-GFP-Tat, HIV-DGag-GFP, and full-length construct HIV-DEnv-GFP11) were used to infect activated primary
human CD4+ T lymphocytes. CD4+ T lymphocytes infected with each of the four constructs were loaded into two nearby wells for time-lapse imaging.
One well was left for uninfected control cells. (B) Single-cell GFP intensity (arbitrary units) time traces over a 60-hour period for the four lentiviral
constructs. Fluorescence signals (reflecting the level of GFP expression) are shown for at least 10 individual cells for each construct. Different cells are
represented by time traces of different colors. Mean fluorescence intensity of teh cells in each condition is shown as bold black line. (C) The average
time-trace for each construct with error bars representing the standard error of the mean. The LTR-GFP (red with red error bars) average is
significantly lower in rate and level of GFP expression at 50 h than the LTR-GFP-Tat (orange with orange error bars), HIV-DGag-GFP (green with
green error bars), and full-length HIV-DEnv-GFP (blue with blue error bars) average traces. (D) Fold change in the mean fluorescence for activated T
lymphocytes infected with the LTR-GFP-Tat virus in a culture dish and microdevice. Measurements were made 48 h post infection with flow cytometry
for the culture dish cells and fluorescence microscopy for cells in the device. There is no statistically significant difference between cells in the dish, 131
¡ 7, and cells in the device, 127 ¡ 35 (p = .769 as calculated by Student’s two-tailed t-test). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

microwells indicate that the confinement of activated T
lymphocytes to a nearly one-dimensional region in a finger-like
channel is sufficient for reliable cell tracking. Moreover, the
finger-like channels appear to provide a nearly optimal degree of
cell confinement for long-term imaging, because more aggressive
confinement and immobilization of T lymphocytes (e.g., by
placing them in small closed wells or pushing them against a
semi-permeable barrier) might create less physiological conditions or even compromise their viability.
The proposed devices have the potential to enable quantitative
studies of kinetics of HIV-1 infection and reactivation from
latency with single-cell resolution. The devices can be readily
expanded to include a larger number of the round wells (each
with microwells and finger-like channels at the bottom), making
This journal is ß The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

it possible to test a larger number of medium conditions and
different cell lines in a single experiment. The proposed devices
can also be modified and adapted to experiments on other nonadherent cells such as other leukocytes, hematopoietic stem cells,
or yeast.
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